
Metrology, standardization and 
certification 



1. Basis principles of control. 

2. Types of limit gauges. 

3. Schemes of tolerance zones for the limit gages.  

 

Lecture plan: 

Theme 4: Control elements of detail by limit gauges  



Basis principles of control 

Gauging principle 

The component dimensional accuracy in mass production is  often inspected by the 
limit gauges due to the simple form and relatively high performance. In practice the 
limit gauges are applied in inspection of elements made within IT6-IT17 accuracy range. 



Basis principles of control 
According to the Taylor’s principle the not-go gauge controls only dimension component, 
but the go gauge controls form and all the possible  geometric deviations. 
So, not-go gauge should be shorter compared to the component length and the go gauge 
should be almost the same length as the component in order to check the deviations in 
complex. 



Types of limit gauges 

Go plug gauge Not go plug gauge 

 Double sided plug gauge Ring gauges 

 Solid single sided  snap gauge;    Solid double sided  snap gauge;       Adjustable snap gauge 



Scheme of tolerance zones for plug gages 
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H – plug gauge tolerance 
Z – distance from the hole maximum material limit to middle of the go gauge  tolerance zone 
Y – distance from the hole maximum material limit  to wear limit 



Scheme of tolerance zones for snap gages 
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H1 – snap gauge  tolerance 
Z1  - distance from the shaft maximum material limit to middle of the go gauge  tolerance zone 
Y1  - distance from the shaft maximum material limit  to wear limit 



Task 1 

As a result of measuring gauges for the hole control with 111D8 was found that 
their actual sizes: GO = 111.12 mm,  NOT-GO = 111.176 mm. 
Requires: draw tolerance zones of working gauges and check hole. Set gauge 
validity for further use. 

DECISION 
 
Determine tolerances for controlled hole in  ISO standard:  
111D8 (es = +174; ei = +120) and calculate his size limits: 
 

Dmin = D + EI;       Dmin = 111 + 0,120 = 111,120 mm; 
Dmax= D + ES;       Dmax= 111 + 0,174 = 111,174 mm. 

 





Standard values of parameters for plug gage 



Scheme of tolerance zones for the  
plug gauges  
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Calculation the limit sizes of plug gauges 

Not -GO max = Dmax + H/2;  

Not -GO min = Dmax  - H/2;  

Not -GO max = 111,174 + 0,006/2 = 111,177 mm;  

Not -GO min = 111,174 - 0,006/2 = 111,171 mm.  

GO min = Dmin  + Z - H/2;      
GO min = 111,120  +  0,008 - 0,006/2 = 111,125 mm; 

for the new gauge 
 

   

GO max = Dmin  + Z + H/2;      
GO max = 111,120  +  0,008 + 0,006/2 = 111,131 mm.     

GO min = Dmin - Y;                  
GO min = 111,120 - 0,006 = 111,114  mm;           

for the gauge which is in operation 



Validity of the plug gauges 

Not-GO min    Not-GO(actual)    Not-GO max 

111,171   111,176  111,177 
condition is met 

GO min    GO(actual)    GO max 

111,125   111,120  111,131  
The condition is not met for the new plug gauge 

111,114   111,120  111,131 
The condition is met for the plug gauge in service 



Task 2 
As a result of the measuring  gauges for the shaft control with 18g6 was found that its 
actual sizes: GO= 17.955 mm , Not-GO = 17.983 mm. 
Requires: draw tolerance zones of working gauges and check shaft. Set gauge validity for 
further use. 

DECISION 
 
Determine tolerances for controlled hole in  ISO standard:  
18g6 (es = -6; ei = -17) and calculate his size limits: 
 

dmin = d + ei;       dmin = 18 + (-0,006) = 17,994 mm; 
dmax= d + es;       dmax= 18 + (-0,017) = 17,923 mm. 

 







Scheme of tolerance zones for snap gages 
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Calculation the limit sizes of snap gauges 

Not-GO max = dmin + H1/2;  Not-GO max = 17,983 + 0,003/2 = 17,9845 mm;  

Not-GO min = dmin  - H1/2;  Not-GO min = 17,983 - 0,003/2 = 17,9815 mm.  

GO max = dmax + Y1;                  
GO max = 17,994 + 0,002 = 17,996 mm;           

for the gauge which is in operation 

GO max = dmax  - Z1 + H1/2;     
GO max = 17,994  -  0,0025 + 0,003/2 = 17,993 mm;     

  for the new gauge 

GO min = dmax  - Z1 - H1/2;     
 GO min = 17,994  -  0,0025 - 0,003/2 = 17,990 mm.     

   



Validity of the snap gauges 

Not-GO min    Not-GO(actual)    Not-GO max 

17,9815   17,983  17,9845 
condition is met 

GO min    GO(actual)    GO max 

17,990   17,955  17,993  
The condition is not met for the new snap gauge 

17,990   17,955  17,996  
The condition is met for the plug gauge in service 



Thank you for attention 


